Our Purpose: Fueling Creative Culture in Schools
Creating equitable student outcomes requires an innovative culture, one in which creative thinking and
ongoing learning are how the team works together to reach its goals.
A professional culture of creativity & continuous learning...
Boosts educators’ belief in
their ability to create new
solutions.

Energizes the team with shared
purpose.

Fuels school change toward
equitable student outcomes.

Status Grow Learning can help you cultivate a culture like this.

We provide leaders with a fresh way for their teams to routinely experience
creativity-sparking learning in the place it matters most: their schools.
When learning together is a faculty routine, creative culture strengthens.
That’s what Status Grow Learning is about.
Our Approach:
Status Grow’s approach stems from a belief that opening up educators’ creative potential leads to better
outcomes & experiences for kids. This happens when educators have:
● A clear vision of the engaging, equitable learning experience they aspire to create.
● Easy, regular access to fresh ideas from the field to spark thinking.
● A work environment intentionally designed to foster creativity and continuous learning
about what works for their students.
Our unique approach to creative professional learning is…

Baked-In.

Easily Accessible.

Uplifting.

Our tools, resources & support
are woven into your core work
and context, to meaningfully
and centrally boost your team’s
work toward your goals.

We bring inspiring ideas and
experiences directly to you and
your team, so you can efficiently
and capably infuse faculty time
with creative energy & learning
(whether in-person or virtual).

Our approach integrates design
methodology, deeper learning
practices, and insights about
what motivates adult learners
to ensure how your team learns
is as energizing as what your
team is learning about.

Learn more by visiting statusgrowlearning.com or by sending a note to ksmith@statusgrowlearning.com

Our 2020-2021 Services
Our offerings are designed for the current context: they target common needs schools have during the
pandemic, and work in both virtual and in-person settings.

Custom-Designed Innovation Cycle - Engaging, Equitable Instruction
Description:
We design innovation cycles to turn your
existing faculty time into learning time, based
on your school context & goals. An
innovation cycle is a creative, design-based
process. Innovation cycles focus on elements
of engaging, equitable instruction aligned to
your school goals (ex: setting students up to
successfully meet standards through a cycle
of instruction).

What We Provide:
Custom-designed, creative professional
learning tools & processes
Inspiring, digestible ideas & resources from
the field, curated specially for your team’s
focus

Innovation Cycles Help You:
Generate, test & share new instructional
approaches, aligned to your school goals
Actively build shared understanding of
your vision
Boost your faculty’s creative energy &
jumpstart creative culture

Efficient, virtual coaching to get you ready
to facilitate the cycle

Vision Quest- School or District Leadership Teams
Description:
The quest is a discovery process designed to
answer these big questions: What’s possible
for our students to achieve, experience and
become at school? What assumptions do we
hold, and how do those impact the
opportunities we provide our students?
What’s working well in our school, and for
whom? The vision quest is inspired by
research and discovery processes used in
other sectors, and draws on equity and design
methodology to lay critical groundwork for
rethinking how you do school.

What We Provide:
Facilitation & coordination of the Quest
(Flexibly scheduled sessions)
Equitable design-based tools & processes for
reflection, empathy, evidence -gathering &
knowledge-building
Ideas & research from the field to help you
build knowledge and get inspired

Vision Quests Help You:
Gain deeper understanding by viewing
yourselves, your students & your
current state through fresh eyes
Clarify student needs & motivations
Codify your team’s beliefs about
learners and establish a collective,
inspiring learning vision
Get your team ready for equitable
redesign work by building habits,
mindsets & creative energy

Design Sprint- School or District-wide Structures & Processes
Description:
The design sprint process enables you to
generate new approaches & quickly learn
whether they are worth building out and
scaling. The sprint focuses on a design
challenge derived from your school/ district
goals & from specific student needs you
uncover. This equitable design process
involves generating, building, & testing ideas
to learn.

What We Provide:
Facilitation & coordination of the Sprint
(Flexibly scheduled over 1-4 weeks)

Design Sprints Help You:
Begin to develop new school/
district-wide structures or processes to
serve students more equitably

Tools & processes for knowledge-building and
design

Quickly learn which approaches are
worth building out and scaling up

Support for sprint preparation & pre-work
(e.g., evidence-gathering & synthesis)

Learn creative methods for developing
and initiating changes

Learn more by visiting statusgrowlearning.com or by sending a note to ksmith@statusgrowlearning.com

